
The left side 

 
The left spiral page demonstrates your understanding of the information on the Right side.  
You work with the INPUT (right side) and INTERACT with the information in creative, 
unique, and individual ways.  
 

The left side shows your understanding of information.  
You work with input from the right side, but present it in your own way! 

 
Left Side items include:  

* Brainstorming   * Metaphors & Analogies  * Significant Statements 
* Discovery Headlines * Venn Diagrams   * Flowcharts 
* Biography Posters  * Graphic Organizers   * Cartoons/Drawings 
* Concept Maps  * Data & Graphs you create  * Writing Prompts 
* Your Questions  * Analysis Writing    * Characters  
* Quickwrites  * Foursquare Analogies  * Mnemonics 
* Warm-ups   * Reflective homeworks  * Mind Mapping 
* Riddles   * Dialogues    * Time Lines 
* What if?   * hypothesizing/Predicting  * Judging 
 
 

Use lots of COLOR – it helps the brain to learn! 
 
 

 

 

Things to Know about Left Sides 
 

 EVERY Left Side gets used! 
 Date EVERY page! 
 Always use COLOR: It helps the brain learn & organize information.  

If you cant figure out what to put, answer the following:  
 What did I learn today? 
 What was interesting?  
 What questions do I have about what I learned? 

12 Possible things to do on the Left Side 
1. Write a Science Fiction story  
2. Paraphrase the information into 2 sentences 
3. Create & Solve 3 original problems  
4. Write 4 “What if…” statements  
5. Create a visual illustration 
6. Write a letter to ______ about the issue 
7. Compare/Contrast 2 ore more ideas 
8. Create a concept map to show relationships 
9. Make vocabulary cartoons about new words 
10. Explain the application of the information to a 

real life situation 
11. What more so I want to learn about this topic? 
12. What’s my study plan to learn this information? 

Even # Pages 


